[Zinc finger proteins: tools for site-specific correction or modification of the genome].
The ability to achieve site-specific correction or modification of the genome has widespread implications for basic and applied research. Individual zinc finger (ZF) domain recognizes DNA triplets with high specificity and affinity. They are used to create zinc finger protein (ZFP), like the ZF-nucleases, which could be designed to be specific for nearly any site in the genome. These domains can be tandemly linked to recognize DNA sequences of different lengths, with high fidelity. Different methods have been developed to design ZF specifically targeted to any triplet. This modular design offers a large number of combinatorial possibilities for the specific recognition of DNA. By fusing ZF to repression or activation domains, genes can be selectively targeted and switched off and on. Zinc-finger proteins (ZFPs) that recognize novel DNA sequences are the basis of a powerful technology platform with many uses in therapeutics. The ZF have been used as the DNA-binding domains of novel transcription factors (ZFP TFs) which are used to inhibit or activate genes involved in different diseases. ZF-nucleases are developed to modify genes implicated in different diseases. Many clinical trials using ZFPs are currently under investigation.